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Chapter 2: The Packaging Process 

In Chapter 1, we explored the pre-packaging process. In this chapter, we’ll move on to the next 
step and look at packaging. We’ll start by assuming that we’ve made the decision to use an 
existing package (legacy application). All aspects of the decision were reviewed and validated as 
accurate. It is now time to put your fingers to the keyboard and start the repackaging work. 

You can get an overview of the repackaging process by reviewing the following checklist. This 
checklist is not all-inclusive nor does it go into great depth for each listed item. It serves as a 
simple list of items to be worked for the project. I strongly recommend you create your own 
checklist and adapt it to your environment and procedures. Doing so will ensure that you cover 
all your bases as well as help you track your progress (which makes those annoying status 
reports easier to create). In addition, if your repackaging project has a staff of more than you, 
your custom checklist provides the opportunity to delegate the various items while ensuring that 
nothing is overlooked. 

Repackaging Checklist 

□ Application repackaging evaluation complete 

  □ Decision to repackage has been made 

  □ Delivery method has been identified 

□ DLL Hell resolution (isolation or component upgrade) 

□ Development area created 

  □ Development/packaging machine(s) installed on physical machines and virtual machines 

  □ Administrative machine installed 

  □ Repackaging software installed on the administrative machine 

  □ Source files staged to an easily reached location 

□ Repackaged 

  □ Legacy application installation tested 

   □ Tested the current installation on a new desktop 

   □ Identified issues/problems 

   □ Confirmed issues can be resolved via repackaging 

    □ Determined whether the application needs developer/vendor attention 

  □ Repackaged desktop location (from the old desktop OS or new desktop OS) 

  □ Chose the capture method 

  □ Ran the delta capture 

  □ Installed the application 

  □ Adjusted the installed application as needed (settings, parameters, default locations) 

  □ Used the final delta to create installation package 

□ Checked the repackaged application for conflicts 

  □ Tested against known existing applications 

  □ Tested against the target OS 
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In this chapter, I’ll be using InstallShield AdminStudio as an example tool to walk through the 
repackaging process; the process would be similar if you were to use another repacking tool, 
such as Wise Package Studio, ON Technology’s’ ON Command CCM, or New Boundary 
Technology’s Prism Deploy. You can search for additional tools at http://www.appdeploy.com. 

Repackaging Considerations 
Before we get into the packaging details, there are a couple of items that are not included in the 
checklist that I need to briefly cover. First, the goal of migrations is to make the new desktop 
look like the old desktop but with improved technology. The end user is expecting the same look 
and feel with improved functionality. Migrating the software application may provide that aspect 
to the end user. Keep in mind that your objective is to repackage the legacy application and test it 
to keep new platform problems out of the end user experience. 

Antivirus Software 
The second consideration is antivirus software. I’m not going to preach about the importance of 
antivirus software—you know the impact of viruses in today’s computing environment; rather, in 
contrast to de facto safe computing practices, a good practice is to repackage your applications 
without antivirus software. As you know, antivirus software works by monitoring the system for 
changes and intercepting the calls to files. Having antivirus software active while you run a 
repackage process can create unknown results. The antivirus software may show up in the 
repackaging monitor, it may prevent the writing of files, or the interception process may cause 
unpredictable results on your installation. At a minimum, keep the antivirus software turned off 
during the repackaging process. 

 A full system scan of the workstation prior to your application packaging should be performed. You 
don’t want to package a virus that snuck in during the base workstation–creation process. 

In addition to performing a full system scan, you should scan the application to ensure that it is 
not infected. You can perform this scan before or after the packaging. The key point is to keep 
the antivirus software scan from leaving footprints in your packaging review. Leaving the 
antivirus software scanner enabled during the initial tests is a good practice. Once the testing is 
completed and you are ready to do the final packaging step, turn the antivirus software off or 
remove it from the packaging system. 

When your final package is tested against the test systems, leave the antivirus scanner on during 
the install (as a normal user would). Although you don’t want any possible interference from the 
scanner during the packaging, you do want as much real-world interference as possible during 
the testing. 

The need to keep extraneous items from impacting your packaging also applies to screen savers 
or any other utility that might run in the background. Marimba Tuner, BackWeb, disk monitoring 
software, and any messaging system (such as Instant Messenger) are some examples of 
background utilities. 

http://www.appdeploy.com/
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Delivery Mechanism Factors 
In the first chapter, we discussed the importance of knowing the package delivery mechanism. 
The final repackaged application should be generic enough to be installable via any method. 
Knowing the method will help decide the packaging parameters. 

When software deployments methods were still in their infancy, administrators of Windows NT 
workstations utilized a resource kit utility called the Remote Command Service (RCMD). The 
main purpose of this tool was to allow a crude command-line terminal server access to a 
workstation. It worked, but had several limitations. One annoying issue was the lack of GUI 
access. If an application ran from RCMD created a pop-up window, the entire process hung until 
someone on the target system responded to the pop-up. A simple Install completed successful, 
press OK message would lock up the script. Thus, you need to determine whether a factor such 
as pop-up windows will cause a problem with your selected repackaging method. If the package 
is slotted for delivery via Marimba Channels and will use MSI as the packaging, the delivery 
considerations will be different than if you used a simple script delivered via RCMD. 

Another important delivery mechanism factor is how installation authority is granted. Nearly all 
installations write to the registry, and in most large IT shops, the users are not granted permission 
to modify the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE registry section. The installation package needs to 
adjust for this limitation. Elevated installation permissions are possible in Windows Installer, 
though they are not in common scripting unless other programs are used. Scripts called from an 
MSI package can utilize the elevated permissions feature. This factor needs to be addressed in 
the repackaging creation. 

DLL Hell Resolved 
When an application installs to a desktop, it places files in various directories as required by the 
program. When the next application installs, it does the same. When the two applications install a 
file with the same name in the same location but with different version numbers and abilities, the 
result can lead to failures in one or both applications looking at that file. The resultant 
component versioning conflict is termed DLL Hell. When that conflict occurs with an OS-
dependent file, the OS can become unstable. 

The issue of file version conflicts increases during a migration repackaging project. By migrating 
an application from an older OS to a newer one, conflicts with system files are possible. The 
application may attempt to overwrite the system files as it did in the older, pre-Windows 2000 
(Win2K) system. If the updated system file is not backward compatible, the application may fail 
because it could not overwrite the file. But overwriting the file would cause the OS to become 
unstable. Obviously, this method is not acceptable anymore. 
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Beginning with Win2K, the system files became protected by the Windows File Protection 
(WFP) function. When a protected file is overwritten, the mechanism evaluates the authority of 
the replacement request and either allows it or replaces the file with one from its cache of 
“approved” files. WFP will protect any file that is not updated with one of the following 
Microsoft methods: 

• Windows Update 

• WINNT32.EXE (to do an OS upgrade) 

• HOTFIX.EXE (hotfix installer) 

• UPDATE.EXE (service pack installer) 

 WFP is also called System File Protection (SFP). 

Protected files are ones that were installed by Windows. The protected files have extensions of 
DLL, EXE, OCX, or SYS. Others may be included depending on the OS and any additions. The 
Micross.ttf, Tahoma.ttf, and Tahomabd.ttf True Type fonts are also protected. 

 The MSDN library has a good write up about WFP. The online version of the MSDN is located at 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-
us/wfp/setup/about_windows_file_protection.asp.  

When a protected file replacement (or change) is detected, WFP searches the 
C:\WINNT\system32\dllcache directory first for a valid copy. If the directory does not contain a 
proper copy, the system install location is searched. That install location could be the network or 
a CD-ROM. If none of the locations contain the file, the system issues a call to mount the CD-
ROM media. 

 If a protected file is included in an MSI package, the installation will fail and the MSI engine will roll 
back the aborted install. 

Application Isolation 
WFP works to prevent inadvertent overwrites of the critical system files, which will keep the 
basic desktop stable. Application isolation keeps the applications protected from inadvertent 
overwrites by other applications. In a nutshell, application isolation puts all the files an 
application needs in a known location, then records the redirection (called DLL redirection) into 
a file (or a table) that the OS uses to locate the application-required files. Thus, when an 
application starts up, the application gets the versions of the files it was built to use. When other 
applications load a different version of the DLL or OCX file from the common system location, 
the first installation isn’t impacted. 

There are two general types of isolation. The OS determines the preferred method of use. 
Windows XP prefers to use the assemblies and manifests method. Win2K Windows 98 SE, and 
Windows ME use isolation from Windows Installer. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wfp/setup/about_windows_file_protection.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wfp/setup/about_windows_file_protection.asp
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 An application manifest is an XML file used to describe and manage names, versions, resources, and 
assemblies of an application. A manifest may contain information normally associated with data found 
in the registry. 

When an application is isolated for use in Windows XP, any shared files (normally DLLs) are 
moved to an area specified during the package building. That area is normally the application 
directory. The repackaging program creates a manifest that tells Windows XP to use the 
redirected version of the file (DLL) anytime the particular application is started. The manifest 
files are saved to an extension of .manifest. 

Non-Windows XP isolation also moves the shared files (DLLs) into an applications folder. The 
difference is how the relocation is tracked. An IsolatedComponent table is populated with the 
information that the OS needs to find the redirection. The IsolatedComponent table is part of the 
Windows Installer database created during repackage creation. When the application is set up, a 
.local file is created from the IsolatedComponent table and directs the OS to search for the 
needed DLL files in the application directory. 

With all the logic and form put in place for the isolation of applications, why not use the process 
all the time? Not every application is a candidate. Isolation should not be used if 

• The application has internal hard coding to a specific location for a file. 

• The application writes shared data to locations such as registries or to another shared file. 
Other instances of the DLL may be running at the same time and writing to the same 
location in a different format. The conflict would come in the format of the data, not in 
the actual called DLL. 

• The time involved performing the isolation and testing is not worth the effort for the 
application. 

• COM meta data has changed between versions. 

You can use third-party utilities to help determine whether an application needs to be isolated. 
From a migration point of view, the older the application, the greater the cause for isolation and 
testing to confirm the isolation will function. 
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Development Area Created—Virtual Machines and Setup Routines 
In the previous chapter, we explored the use of virtual machines. As you know, to perform 
proper testing of a repackaged application, several different systems are required, which allows 
testing to be done against different levels of compatibility and to conduct a complete test cycle. 
Having both (or more) OSs available during the repackaging process is almost a requirement. 

 Normally, the terms system and machine are interchangeable in referencing a computer. Be aware 
that the terms take on a different meaning when discussing virtual machines. System (or host system) 
refers to the OS and machine (or virtual machine) refers to the virtual session existing under the 
virtual machine application. 

If you have access to multiple machines, a place to put them all, the electrical capacity and the 
networking connections available, performing testing on several physical machines is not a 
problem. With a disk imaging product such as PowerQuest Drive Image or Symantec Ghost, re-
installing the OS images is easier. Once the initial OSs are created and the drive image is 
captured, re-installing the OS is a matter of copying the original drive image back to the physical 
system. 

If budget restrictions or hardware resources are a concern, the use of a virtual machine can 
provide a solution. The virtual machine allows multiple OSs to be run at the same time on a 
single machine. Your Windows XP machine could run virtual machine software that will allow 
you to install and run a Windows 98 SE OS at the same time. Your repackaging project is 
created on different OSs but uses the same physical resources (such as the CPU and NIC). 
Sending data between the different OSs is just like moving data between directories on the same 
system. Whether the data shipping is done via a virtual machine network connection or through a 
click-and-drag method, the files still reside on the same physical machine. 

 Two main players in the PC virtual machine arena are: VMware at http://www.vmware.com and 
Connectix at http://www.connectix.com. Both solutions offer time-limited, full function evaluation 
downloads from their Web sites.  

VMware is one vendor in the virtual machine market. One of its products is for workstations and 
laptops and installs on an existing OS much like any other application. Activating a session is 
much like starting a new window in any other application; you click the icon within the 
VMware, and it opens a new functional window. 

After starting the VMware application on the workstation, a virtual session is started. At this 
point, you have an empty virtual machine with no OS on it. Installing the OS on the virtual 
machine is the same as doing so on a physical machine. The virtual disk undergoes partitioning, 
formatting, and an OS is laid down. While the focus is on the virtual window, anything you enter 
is processed on the virtual machine. The first time you intentionally enter FORMAT C: on your 
production workstation is a little worrisome. 

http://www.vmware.com/
http://www.connectix.com/
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Figure 2.1: Windows XP running a VMware Workstation Windows 98SE session. 

Reboots of the virtual machine are quicker than a real machine because it is only an application. 
A click of a button and the session begins the reboot without the need for POST and SCSI 
delays. Some keyboard differences include the fact that VMware Workstation 4.0 uses 
CTRL+ALT+INS as the CTRL+ALT+DEL reboot keystroke (otherwise the physical machine 
would respond). 

One of the big advantages to a virtual machine is the re-imaging process. Once the initial OS is 
installed and configured, a snapshot is created of the image. The VMware snapshot is similar to a 
PowerQuest or Ghost drive imaging snapshot; the entire structure of the OS is saved to a file. 
Putting the machine back to the current level is done with a simple restore command. With 
VMware, the restore button is selected from the menu, and the previously saved image is used. 
All the changes performed are gone in a few minutes. During repackaging, this functionality 
becomes a great time saver. 

With test machines, you expect to re-image the machines several times. After the initial OS is 
laid down and configured with patches and/or applications, saving the drive image allows putting 
the system back to a known state. Installs and modifications are wiped out by reloading the saved 
drive image. Drive Image and Ghost do a great job of reloading the saved images on dedicated 
hardware. The down side is the time it takes to process. 

VMware provides a method that is even easier. By setting the VMware Workstation options to 
not save any changes to the disk image, the reload is as simple as booting the virtual machine. 
Note that the “no save” option only applies between virtual power off situations. You can make 
changes and reboot the virtual system without losing the modifications. Once the virtual image is 
powered off, all the changes are gone. Getting the image back to the starting point consists of 
only restarting the virtual session. The session loads the OS from the last saved snapshot. 
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Setup Routines 
Setup routines are not repackaging methods. Setup routines require user intervention to process 
the data and successfully install the application on the desktop. The common goal in repackaging 
is to drop the user intervention aspect and have the package reliably install within your 
environment. Generic setup routines from software vendors must deal with a wide range of 
possible conditions and user preferences in order to support the general public installations. 
Within the corporate world (big or small), the list of different conditions are usually smaller. 
There may be many sets of variables, but the groupings are generally a known quality. 

To expand a little on this concept, assume the Accounting group has three departments in it: 
Billing, Payroll, and Receivables. The three departments all use the same basic applications, but 
the Billing department accesses an Oracle database from a Linux server and the Payroll 
department is dependent on a PeopleSoft structure. The Receivables group uses an Excel 
spreadsheet tied in with Microsoft Access to track their data. The subsequent departmental 
programs must utilize the proper call methods and APIs to get the correct data in the right 
format. When you repackage a legacy application for all three groups, those variables are known; 
you know whether certain functions in a program are needed, thus you can set up the package to 
correctly install the software within the defined variables. 

Repackaging Overview 
Repackaging follows the same general steps as the initial testing of a program: 

• Prepare a clean base system 

• Install the program 

• Identify what the install program changed 

• Create an automated installation package that contains the noted deltas 

Generically speaking, there are two concepts of identifying what the install program creates on a 
workstation: the snapshot method and the installation monitoring method. 

The Snapshot Method 
Snapshot is the oldest method; you take one snapshot, install the program, take another snapshot, 
and compare the two snapshots to determine differences. The delta should be all the changes 
applied and is what your repackaging is based on. 

The initial step is to create a clean base system, then the first snapshot is taken. Because the clean 
system does not have any non-essential applications installed (hopefully), only the system files 
(such as service packs and patches) required for supporting the application install exist. The first 
snapshot notes all the files on the drive, including the application directories (such as Program 
Files), INI files, databases, the registry, and the system files (C:\windows). This first snapshot is 
called the baseline. 
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The application is then installed on the clean base system. Any tweaks needed to customize the 
application for the business environment are performed. Check for any messages from the 
installation indicating a reboot may be needed to apply all the changes. Launching the 
application at this time would be a good idea; doing so could help with the customization and 
also may provide additional file or registry changes. After the application is adjusted and deemed 
functional, the computer is cleaned up. Temporary files, install files, extraneous logs, junk flag 
files, and so on are removed. Most repackaging software will assist you by including the files or 
extensions in the exclusion list and not putting them in the package. At least for the common 
items, there may be specific items that need manual adjustments. 

Next, you perform the second snapshot. The same extensive automated review is performed 
against the system. There are now two views of the system: the before install and the after install 
versions. The snapshot software then compares the two snapshots and presents a delta view to 
the repackaging utility and the administrator. At this time, a careful review of all the presented 
changes is done. The snapshot software may have noticed differences in files that are not needed, 
or may include temporary files that are not needed. Take special note about any WFP files or 
shortcuts, as Windows Installer will manage those for you. 

 Common files that can generally be discarded are TMP, LOG, TXT, and files that begin with ~. Like 
all things in the repackaging process, know your files and save the data before you make a change. 
The TXT file you delete may be needed by the program. 

Registry entries that change from install to install need to be carefully reviewed. If the 
application is address dependent (say for licensing by a MAC address) or if SID’s are registered, 
their removal may be required to activate the program. 

A common problem is caused by icons and Start menu items. If they are installed to the currently 
logged on user and you are logged on as the administrator, the end user may not see the icon or 
menu entry. If the program is to be seen by all users, moving them to the DEFAULT User or All 
Users area could resolve this problem. If the program delivery will only go to certain users on a 
shared desktop environment, using MSI or the delivery mechanism (Marimba, SMS) maybe the 
best answer. 

The person doing the packaging then must perform a simple binary comparison on the presented 
delta and respond properly. Translation: Each presented difference between the files must pass 
the human Include or Exclude test. You either keep the change in the subsequent package or you 
discard the change as not needed. As your experience grows, this step gets easier and faster. 

Snapshot software can be very basic—such as WINDIFF—or more extensive—such as 
AdminStudio Repackager, PrismDeploy, and PackageStudio. The better versions will identify 
the common junk files and remove them for you. Your review is then focused on the important 
aspects. 

The snapshot process only identifies changes; it does not create a package or format the resulting 
information into a Microsoft Installer package. Complete repackaging utilities will combine the 
results with a method to create usable install packages. Obviously, this process is time 
consuming. It takes time to take the snapshots, set up the images, review the file, and perform 
testing. 
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The Installation Monitoring Method 
The other method is installation monitoring. This method doesn’t require a clean base system, 
but starting with a clean base system is a best practice and is highly recommended. The 
installation monitoring software is applied to the base system, and the application is installed. 
The monitoring software watches what is modified on the system as the application is installed, 
and notes the changes (such as API calls, registry adjustments, file creations, and environment 
variable adjustments). Once the install is completed, the monitoring software is notified and the 
system presents itself for review. Think of the monitoring software as doing both the snapshots 
in real time without having to perform the snapshot step. 

The Conflict Database 
No matter what the method of creating the package, it should be run against a conflict database 
for conflict identification and resolution. The conflict database tracks the files used by the target 
package against known files in other applications. If a file difference (version number) or 
location is found, the conflict database will assist in finding that issue before it is released. The 
conflict checker has become a part of the standard packaging software with most utility software 
makers. 

The conflict database assists in finding other issues that will negatively impact your perfectly 
created package. It is possible for two MSI components to have the same GUID. If the 
registration were to take place for both components, the registration would conflict. Running the 
two components through a conflict database would highlight that potential problem prior to it 
becoming a production error. 

By the same token, the database can assist in identifying the version differences in files. Finding 
those version differences during the packaging process gives you the option to choose the correct 
method to resolve it: either isolate the application or update the versions to the same level. 
Which method to use depends on the requirements of the application and the function of the file. 

One advantage to the process of packaging is the ability to create the uninstall instructions. 
Generic setup installations only know of the expected file and registry locations to look for. If 
any custom tweaks for your environment are done, the generic uninstaller may not know of the 
changes. Creating a custom package in the MSI format (for example) ensures all aspects are 
removed. How many times have you run the uninstaller package only to find some registry 
entries remain or a Program Files location remains? 

Creating a Custom Compatibility Database 
OS differences are a big consideration with rolling a legacy application from one OS to another. 
Excluding the obvious differences between UNIX, Linux, and Windows, the differences between 
OS versions can be a show stopper. Issues that stop an application can be as complex as API call 
differences or as simple as checking the version number of the OS. Either can provide a negative 
result for your repackaging project. 

 This guide focuses on desktop migrations from within Windows versions. The concepts are similar for 
migrating from one OS to a different (such as Linux to Windows), but the complexity increases. 
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Many applications will run effectively if the commonly known OS version differences are 
adjusted. Checking for those differences, applying the fixes correctly, and saving the fixed file is 
where migration software comes into play. Repackaging software has matured in the past few 
years to reach the current level of production. Generally, application-migration software offers: 

• Fixes to known OS issues 

• Fixes to common application issues 

• A means to create a fix database 

• A method to provide those fixes to existing installations 

We will look at two types of application-fixing methods that are means to simply adjust legacy 
applications without performing a complete rewrite. Both application-remediation packages are 
from Microsoft: 

• QFixApp—Use this tool for a quick and simple method for making adjustments to a 
legacy application for OS differences. This tool is the equivalent to a mechanic’s trusty 
crescent wrench—useful for most situations but fails if more power and force are needed. 
(QFixApp.exe is available in the Microsoft Windows Application Compatibility Toolkit. 
It is located in the C:\Program Files\Microsoft Windows Application Compatibility 
Toolkit\Applications directory.) 

• Compatibility Administrator—The newest version of this tool is an upgraded and 
enhanced QFixApp. It provides the ability for extensive modifications in both a canned 
and custom method. 

QFixApp 
For a simple example, take the Microsoft Plus 98 CD-ROM. This CD-ROM provides all sorts of 
games and fun items for Windows 98. When you insert the CD-ROM into a Windows XP 
system, the autorun setup brings up the Plus 98 splash screen. Clicking Install Plus results in the 
expected Plus! 98 cannot run on this version of Windows error, and clicking Browse This CD 
results in the same error. (Obviously, you would not use the splash screen to install anything or 
to even browse the CD-ROM from your Windows XP machine; you would go directly into 
Explorer and locate anything you were searching for.) 

After downloading the files and extracting them to your Windows XP system, drill to the 
directory and execute the QFixApp.exe file. The first screen presents the majority of the 
information you will need to do the simple OS changes. After inputting the location of the file to 
modify and the command line to execute the targeted file, you select the adjustment to make in 
the Select an existing layer to apply to your application. In most cases, checking the source OS is 
all that is needed. 

The Plus 98 data is on a CD-ROM, so the first two lines will point to D:\autorun.exe and 
autorun.exe. The Win98 layer is selected, and the Run button is clicked. The same splash screen 
comes up as before. This time, when the Browse This CD-ROM button is clicked, File Explorer 
starts and presents the expected file list. No errors are discovered. The Install Plus! Button begins 
the install process. Now that is simple, quick, and easy. 
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 The QFixApp tool can help with Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 migrations. Use the log file 
to determine modification differences during the testing of the application via the Windows XP 
Compatibility mode. 

A log is created from QFixApp and is available in the C:\Windows\AppPatch directory. This 
directory is the default location for all ACT utilities. By reviewing the log, the fixes can be 
studied. This example is simple, doing the same for MS Word or Adobe Acrobat will create a 
huge log file with all the adjustments. 

Interested in what the changes are? Take a look at Listing 2.1. 
------------------------------------------- 
 Log  "D:\AUTORUN.EXE" 
------------------------------------------- 
06/20/2003 14:45:40 EmulateHeap 3 - [NotifyFn] Win9x heap manager 
initialized 
06/20/2003 14:45:40 EmulateSlowCPU 3 - [NotifyFn] EmulateSlowCPU 
initialized with divisor 1 
06/20/2003 14:45:40 MapMemoryB0000 3 - [NotifyFn] Created block at 
0xB0000. 
06/20/2003 14:45:40 SingleProcAffinity 3 - [NotifyFn] Single processor 
affinity set 
06/20/2003 14:45:40 Win98VersionLie 3 - [GetVersionExA] called. return 
Win98 
06/20/2003 14:45:40 Win98VersionLie 3 - [GetVersionExA] called. return 
Win98 
06/20/2003 14:45:43 EmulateCDFS 2 - [GetFileAttributesW] Removing 
FILE_ATTRIBUTE_READONLY 
06/20/2003 14:45:43 HandleRegExpandSzRegistryKeys 3 - 
[RegQueryValueExW] Caught REG_EXPAND_SZ key: "(null)". 
06/20/2003 14:45:43 EmulateCreateProcess 1 - [CreateProcessW] Bad 
params. Sanitized. 
------------------------------------------- 
 Log  "C:\WINDOWS\Explorer.exe" 
------------------------------------------- 
06/20/2003 14:46:41 EmulateCDFS 2 - [GetFileAttributesW] Removing 
FILE_ATTRIBUTE_READONLY 
06/20/2003 14:46:41 HandleRegExpandSzRegistryKeys 3 - 
[RegQueryValueExW] Caught REG_EXPAND_SZ key: "(null)". 
06/20/2003 14:46:41 HandleRegExpandSzRegistryKeys 3 - 
[RegQueryValueExW] Caught REG_EXPAND_SZ key: "(null)". 
06/20/2003 14:46:42 EmulateCDFS 1 - [CreateFileW] "D:\setup.exe": 
attributes modified for read-only device 
06/20/2003 14:46:43 EmulateCDFS 1 - [CreateFileW] "D:\setup.exe": 
attributes modified for read-only device 
06/20/2003 14:46:43 EmulateCreateProcess 1 - [CreateProcessW] Bad 
params. Sanitized. 
------------------------------------------- 
 Log  "D:\setup.exe" 
------------------------------------------- 

Listing 2.1: QFixApp results. 
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The first line after the dashes in the listing shows EmulateHeap after the 14:45:40 time stamp. 
Go back to the QFixApp GUI, and click on the Fixes tab. Scan the list of Fix Name, and 
highlight EmulateHeap. The Fix Description will provide a short explanation of the fix and what 
it applies to. 

 Knowing what OS a fix applies to will help with performance tweaking of QFixApp fixes. 

Notice the check boxes next to the displayed fixes in the GUI. Any item on the list with a green 
check box will have the fix applied to the executable. The fix only comes into action if the 
situation calls for it, but the fix still loads. If an application experiences performance issues, 
removing fixes that are not needed (such as the EmulateJoyStick option for the autorun example) 
or that do not apply to the OS in question can help. You can tweak the performance of the fixed 
application by 

1. Running the application file—be sure to use all functions/menus that might call any 
checked fixes. 

2. Reviewing the log file 

3. Removing checks from the Fixes tab. 

4. Repeating the above steps until the checked fixes do not outnumber the log file listings. 

Let’s dig a little deeper with QFixApp. Click Advanced on the bottom right of the GUI. The 
main file you selected is displayed and the details of the file are shown. The fix can be applied to 
only certain instances of a filename and checkmarks next to the proper attribute will help ensure 
that. In our example, you don’t want all autorun.exe to run as if it were from Windows 98, only 
this particular version. How detailed you want to be is up to you. 

If other files will be included in the fix and are needed to provide additional identification, click 
Add matching file and follow the prompts. The resultant addition will be included in the 
Attributes window. 

 To make compatibility fixes more permanent, on the QFixApp Layers tab, show the advanced options 
by clicking Advanced, then click Create fix support. This step will create a custom compatibility 
database file called <application_name>.SDB located in the C:\Windows\AppPatch folder. 

If you want to distribute the fix to other machines, a database file needs to be created. To do so, 
click Create fix support. An .SDB file is created but not saved. Click Yes at the next prompt to 
install the file to the C:\Windows\AppPatch\Custom directory. The resultant file will be a 
GUID.sdb file that can be distributed. 

One more item to review for the QFixApp utility—the Advanced window has a button titled 
Show XML. Clicking this button displays the XML code for the patched file (application) and 
lists all the shims (patches) that are being applied along with their operand values. For those 
learning XML, the source is displayed for your learning pleasure. For those experienced with 
XML and who want to create their own, this is a great template. Do you need to use the XML 
listing? No. That is an added bonus for those administrators that lean towards the programming 
side and like to create their own utilities. 
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When do you use QFixApp? If you have an application that needs a quick tweak to run, such as 
in the autorun.exe example, you run QFixApp. Complex applications such as Adobe Acrobat and 
MS Word will quickly overwhelm QFixApp. The interface is restrictive for large file calls and 
extensive adjustments. If you have a set of fixes for your environment to apply, QFixApp does 
not provide that ability without additional programming. 

 When QFixApp has created the database file, you will be prompted to install the file. This step enters 
the compatibility fix information into the system registry so that Windows XP will know to use the 
compatibility database file when the program is launched. Installing the database file will ensure that 
the compatibility mode will be applied whenever the program is used on that machine. 

Compatibility Administrator 
Think of the Compatibility Administrator as an upgrade to the QFixApp tool with a better GUI 
and improved functionality. The main advantages of the Administrator include: 

• Increased granularity 

• Ability to apply custom fixes 

• Increase query reporting 

The utility will read the database files created from QFixApp. 

 Be aware that any GUI-applied fixes are only for that file. If any recursive fixes need to be applied, 
either apply them individually to each file or see the Microsoft article “HOW TO: Script Compatibility 
Layers in Windows XP” for instructions on how to script the fix. 

Want to do a fast verification on the general concept? By applying a fix to WORDPAD, you can 
see how QFixApp adjusts software. First, start up WORDPAD by itself. Go to Help, About 
WordPad, and check the version number. On a Windows XP SP1 system, version 5.1 is 
presented. Close the empty WORDPAD document file, open Compatibility Administrator, and 
click the Custom Databases icon to activate the FIX icon on the top menu. Click FIX, and the 
Create new Application Fix window is presented (see Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: Compatibility Administrator information screen. 

Fill in the necessary information. Next, the Compatibility Modes window opens (see Figure 2.3). 
Select the Operating System Mode, and any additional necessary modes. (This example only 
needs Windows 95 selected.) 

 

Figure 2.3: The Compatibility Administrator’s Compatibility Modes window. 
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Click Test Run, and confirm that the application runs as expected. For WORDPAD, an empty 
document was presented. Close the application, and return to the modes window, then click Next 
to access the Compatibility Fixes window (see Figure 2.4). Scan this window for the fixes that 
are applied. Individual fixes can be selected or removed at this point. For this test, all the default 
selections are left active. 

 

Figure 2.4: The Compatibility Administrator’s Compatibility Fixes window. 

Clicking Next takes you to the Matching Information window, as Figure 2.5 shows. In this 
window, the system identifies which file to apply the fix. Added files can be included if needed. 
Notice that for WORDPAD, several of the identifying properties are already checked. 
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Figure 2.5: The Compatibility Administrator’s file identification screen. 

Click Finish to return to the Compatibility Administrator screen. Notice that the Custom 
Database now has a new entry under Applications. Highlighting the application name 
(WORDPAD) fills in the patch information in the right pane. 

 

Figure 2.6: The Compatibility Administrator results. 

 The patch has not been applied to the system at this time, nor has the fix been saved. 
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To save the change, right-click the database, and select Install. The install process will ask for a 
name and location to save the SDB file. The database will be created on the local machine and 
the Installed Database section in the left pane will show the WORDPAD fix. The resultant 
WORDPAD.SDB file can then be sent to other workstations and installed via the 
SDBINST.EXE utility (discussed in the next section). 

 

Figure 2.7: The Compatibility Administrator with the installed update. 

Start WORDPAD again and check the version number. The patch has regressed the application 
to version 4.0. 

Deploying Custom Databases 
Once you have used either of the two Microsoft utilities to create a compatibility database for a 
Windows XP workstation, the next step is to deploy it. The C:\Windows\System32 directory 
contains the SDBINST.EXE file used to deploy the database to remote machines. Essentially, 
this utility registers the custom fix database. To present the tool’s commands, run 

SDBINST 

from either a command prompt or the Start menu’s Run dialog box. The commands mainly deal 
with removal of the database either by name or GUID. Installation is simple via 
C:\Windows\AppPatch\dbname.sdb. The fix is then applied any time the targeted file is 
activated. Of course, the sdb file must be available to the local machine—the sdb file can be 
copied to the hard drive, called from a network share, or by a network logon script. The database 
can also be installed by double-clicking the file. 
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 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\AppCompatFlags\InstalledSDB is the registry location at which you can find which 
SDB files have been applied. 

Send out the fix as you would any other utility file. Logon scripts, deployment methods, or batch 
files called first when an application starts all work well. The database fix only needs to be 
installed once per machine; all subsequent uses of the application will use the database fix. 

The Repackaging Steps 
So let’s try an example legacy application repackaging process. There are two main issues with 
repackaging a legacy application: 

• Getting it to run on the new OS 

• The repackaging itself 

 When repackaging, check the volatility of any custom files. Do you really want to repackage the data 
files with the source? It may seem like the quick and easy way to repackage the application, but the 
upkeep will be a nightmare if the data changes with any regularity. Consider repackaging the data 
files into their own package, which makes it easier to send out updates. 

I’ll use the following parameters as the basis for the next section: 

• The legacy application has been running on an older OS 

• An installation package already exists 

• The older OS is a Windows 9x system 

• The newer OS is Windows XP 

• AdminStudio will be the repackaging utility 

• The final package will be an MSI package 

AdminStudio is a collection of utilities that work together to create a final package. Space does 
not allow a complete review of the utilities, so only pertinent aspects will be covered. When 
AdminStudio is started, it presents the Welcome screen and lists all the utilities. Tabs on the 
bottom of the screen help with the organization and task tracking. One of the utilities is the 
Repackager, which will be the starting utility for our example repackaging process. Repackaging 
can be done from either the older OS (Windows 98) or the newer one (Windows XP). 

 To keep the final package cleaner, don’t have the Repackager software installed on the system from 
which you are performing the application repackaging. Instead, run the repackage utility from a 
network share. 

You will need at least two systems—either two physical systems or one system with a virtual 
system running on it. The following example repackaging process will work using either method. 
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Designate one system as the primary system. This system has the AdminStudio software 
installed. It will be the administrative PC and will contain all the packaging software, the source 
files, and any document storage you need for the project. The second system (real or virtual) will 
be the system on which you perform the repackaging. This development system can be running 
either OS for the initial setup. (You will eventually need to have the Windows XP system up for 
testing.) The decision about which platform to do the packaging from depends on a couple of 
factors: 

• Is the legacy package a standalone install or does it have dependencies on other 
applications to run? One early method for combating DLL Hell was to limit which 
applications installed critical files. If application A contained all the files needed for 
application B to run, application B would not have those files in the install package and 
would fail to run properly if applied to a system without application A. 

• Can the existing legacy application installation be applied to the new OS? The effort to 
fix the legacy install package to work on Windows XP may not be worth it. Once the 
snapshots are completed on the older OS, the repackaging software could help with the 
migration. The WFP issues, for example, may prevent installing the legacy application on 
Windows XP. 

• Can the repackaging software run on the older OS? If you are running on a Windows 
3.11 system, it is doubtful the repackaging software will function correctly (of course, the 
application probably will not work on Windows XP either). 

• The method of obtaining the system differential file may not work. Windows 9x does not 
support installation monitoring, so only the snapshot method will work. If you need to 
monitor the API calls and not just the resulting changes, Windows XP is the choice. 

If the choice is to run the installation on the Windows XP system, you may have to run the 
QFixApp.exe or Compatibility Administrator first in order to have the patches applied. Doing so 
will fool the Windows XP system to run the installation in a Windows 98 compatibility method. 
Alternatively, you could set the Compatibility mode on the individual file from within Windows 
XP. The advantage of using either of the other two methods is the creation of the database for 
inclusion on other systems and in applying the fix to the entire application, not just a single file. 
Which method to use is dependent on the application and the results of your review. 

On the admin machine, install AdminStudio. After following the install prompts, you should 
share out the C:\Program Files\InstallShield\AdminStudio\5.0\Repackager directory as 
Repackager (see Figure 2.8). The repackaging utility will run from this share on your 
development machine. Create a second directory at the location of your choice (C:\Packages) and 
share it out as Packages. This directory is where your package files will be stored. 
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Figure 2.8: The AdminStudio Welcome screen with the Repackager guide highlighted. 

If you will be using VMware, now is the time to install it (if you have not already), and create the 
virtual machine. 

 To integrate AdminStudio and VMware on one physical machine, install AdminStudio first. VMware 
will properly hook to AdminStudio during its installation. 

On your development machine, map a persistent drive to the Repackager share and a second 
persistent drive to the Packages share. The drive letters don’t really matter. Once you have the 
drives mapped, review your development machine for inclusion of all the required software and 
patches you need for your project. Dependent applications, service packs, drivers, and patches 
should all be loaded. Do not include the application to be packaged yet. If you will be including 
other applications in your repackaged setup, make sure that they are not part of the base image. 
Snapshot a drive image so that you can quickly return to this base level. 

On VMware, you should set the virtual drive options to Non-Persistent so that all changes are 
discarded when the virtual machine is shut down. Save the image after the drive option is 
changed. Your repackaging environment is now ready to go. Reboot your development machine 
and confirm your connections to the administrative (AdminStudio) machine are still active. Run 
the isrepackager.exe utility from the Repackager share. 

 On VMware systems, you can start the Repackager utility on the administrative system and tell it to 
activate the correct VMware session. The Repackager utility will start on the development system. 
This method becomes a time saver as AdminStudio knows about the virtual machine and will use the 
remaining utilities accordingly. 
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From the Repackager utility, identify the setup packages to run. The setup source can be a 
network location or be on the development machine itself. As I previously mentioned, if you are 
running on a Windows 98 machine, you don’t get the option for install monitoring; you go 
directly to the snapshot method. The snapshot method presents two options: single pass or 
multiple pass. If your initial installation requires a reboot, select the multiple pass option. 

In the Collect Product Information window (see Figure 2.9), fill in the necessary information. 
Anything with an asterisk (*) is a required field. The Edit Setup List button lets you chain 
multiple installations into a final MSI file. Until you become familiar with the process, you 
might want to keep the initial runs to a single install program. The Product Information area of 
the dialog box might or might not contain data; depending on the program you select, there may 
be data applied to the fields. You can change them to fit your environment as needed. 

 

Figure 2.9: The repackaging wizard’s information collection window. 

In the next window, Set Target Project Information and Capture Settings (see Figure 2.10), 
specify where you want the packaged files to be stored. Use the Packages share on the admin 
system. By creating directories for each application (or each test run of the application 
packaging), the files stay self contained for easy review. 
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Figure 2.10: Setting the target system and capture settings. 

If you click Edit, you’ll reach the Analysis Options dialog box, which Figure 2.11 shows. This 
window gives you the option to make changes to what AdminStudio will capture. If your 
repackaging is not catching all the files it should, check this area. 
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Figure 2.11: Checking the capture settings. 

Clicking Start in the Set Target Project Information and Capture Settings window begins the 
repackaging process. If you are using install monitoring, the installation program will begin as 
the monitoring process is performed in the background. If you choose to use the snapshot 
method, the system is analyzed before the install program is run. As Figure 2.12 shows, the 
process’ progress status is shown onscreen. 
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Figure 2.12: The repackaging wizard begins the legacy application installation. 

When the setup begins, perform your normal install. If the legacy installation is a silent install, 
wait for it to complete. Any changes you make will become the default settings for the 
repackaged installation; adjustments can be made during the install or after. 

After the application is installed, make your manual adjustments. Manual adjustments to the 
system are recorded by AdminStudio and included in the MSI package. Be careful about opening 
applications or doing functions not needed in the package. The monitoring process will record 
that information. If you look at the C:\InstallHook directory, you will see files called 
<application>.spy. For example, as you can see in Figure 2.13, the mspaint.spy and wordpad.spy 
utilities were opened and the install monitoring software dutifully noted that these files were 
opened. When the snapshot results are returned, you need to review the listings for any 
references to applications that you don’t want included. 
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Figure 2.13: The repackaging wizard collects data on the applications used. 

Once the application is installed and any manual adjustments are completed, click Process in the 
InstallShield Repackaging Wizard window. Repackager will then create the project files and 
present a summary window, see Figure 2.14. This summary window includes a Next Steps list to 
help keep you on track. Be sure to double check where the Output Files were placed. It is 
frustrating to realize the image you just wiped out contained all the output files because of a typo 
to C instead of Z (or whatever drive letter the Packages share was connected to). 

 

Figure 2.14: The repackaging wizard’s summary screen. 
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When you click Finish, the repackaging wizard completes and the Repackager window opens 
(see Figure 2.15). You can now review or edit the *.irp project files created by Repackager. At 
this time, review the data captured, exclude items (such as log files and registry entries), import 
other projects, and create MSI and InstallShield Developer files (.ISM). 

 

Figure 2.15: The Repackager editor. 

While the install was running, I was taking screen shots for this chapter. As you can see, the 
monitoring software captured the file movement and included it in the package, thus extraneous 
data was included during the capturing process and needs to be removed. In AdminStudio, 
highlighting the offending entries and clicking Exclude removes them from the packaging issues 
(see Figure 2.16). The final package will not have references to the X:\Snap\*.GIF files. 

 InstallShield Repackager highlights the excluded files in red for easier identification. 
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Figure 2.16: The Repackager editor with the excluded directory and files. 

Carefully review the captured data. You are looking for entries that should not be there (such as 
log files that are dynamically created). Although the filter in AdminStudio excludes most 
common items, some may sneak past. Review the path statements for the files, ensuring they are 
set correctly and will install in the expected location. Your legacy application may have placed 
all the DLL files on a server share to manage the DLL Hell issue. You can take this opportunity 
to move those locations to the workstation drive, assuming the program is not hard coded to look 
at the server. Check your variable statements. 

Carefully check any and all registry entries. For example, in addition to extraneous files, you 
may see references to IP data if your machine refreshed its DHCP lease during your snapshot. 
This should be removed from the build. The reference to %ProgramFilesFolder% that Figure 
2.17 shows will be translated to the proper Program Files location on the destination machine. 
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Figure 2.17: The editor allows easy access to the registry data for adjustments. 

If you find icons are created by the legacy application and you want them either removed or 
moved to a different location, you can perform that function at this time (see Figure 2.18). 

 

Figure 2.18: Removing shortcut icons is easily accomplished by excluding them. The original package does 
not need to be modified before packaging. 
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When you are ready to create the repackaged file in the MSI format; click Build in the 
Repackaged Output Options section (see Figure 2.19). The Repackager will then begin the 
process and provide you with a status as it progresses. 

 

Figure 2.19: Packaging is ready to begin. 

The Repackager 

• Creates all needed tables 

• Creates the Cab files 

• Validates the build 

• Creates the MSI file if everything comes out correctly 

Listing 2.2 shows part of the build log, which shows a successful build of an Adobe.MSI file. By 
reviewing the log and adjusting the Repackager .inc file, you can resolve identified problems in 
the build (including issues with versions, directory names, and registry orphans). You can 
resolve the majority of these issues by adjusting the entries in the Repackager listing. 
Monday, June 30, 2003   04:11:53PM 
Starting conversion 
Creating Developer project: C:\Packages\AdobeRdr\Adobe.ism 
Reading repackager output file 
Loading registry entries 
Creating components for the files captured 
Mapping registry information to the Advertising tables 
          Mapping typelib data from registry information to the TypeLib 
table 
          Mapping COM data from registry information 
          Mapping Application IDs from registry information and writing 
to the AppId table 
          Mapping ProgIDs from registry information 
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          Writing to the Class table 
          Mapping file extensions and MIME types from registry 
information to the Extension and Mime tables 
Registry entries for file extension '.fdf\AcroExch.FDFDoc\ShellNew' 
will remain in the Registry table because no ProgId, CLSID, or shell 
verb was associated with it 
ProgID 'AcroExch.SecStore' is not fully defined (missing CLSID).  This 
may result in ICE33 warnings. 
Undefined default icon for ProgId 'AcroExch.SecStore':  at least one 
shell extension verb for the ProgId is required.  This may result in 
ICE33 warnings. 
Mapping application paths from registry information 
Mapping environment variables from registry information to the 
Environment table 
Processing .INI file changes and writing to the IniFile table 
Applying merge modules 
Creating directory folders and writing to the CreateFolders table 
Writing unmapped registry information to the Registry table 
Writing information to the RemoveRegistry table 
Creating shortcuts and writing to the Shortcut table 
-------------------------- 
Building .msi package 
Created release folders 
AdminExecuteSequence table successfully built 
AdminUISequence table successfully built 
AdvtExecuteSequence table successfully built 
AdvtUISequence table successfully built 
InstallExecuteSequence table successfully built 
InstallUISequence table successfully built 
Directory table successfully built 
Feature table successfully built 
FeatureComponents table successfully built 
Component table successfully built 
Loading File table 
Building File table 
File table successfully built 
Building MsiFileHash table 
MsiFileHash table successfully built 
Class table successfully built 
Extension table successfully built 
ODBCDataSource table successfully built 
ODBCDriver table successfully built 
ActionText table successfully built 
AppSearch table successfully built 
BindImage table successfully built 
CCPSearch table successfully built 
Condition table successfully built 
AppId table successfully built 
ISDEV : warning -6261: The property ALLUSERS is defined in the property 
table.  This may result is a setup that is always installed per-machine 
when it has been advertised as a per-user install. It is recommended 
that the ALLUSERS property not be defined in the Property table. 
Property table successfully built 
BBControl table successfully built 
Billboard table successfully built 
Binary table successfully built 
CompLocator table successfully built 
Complus table successfully built 
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ControlCondition table successfully built 
ControlEvent table successfully built 
CreateFolder table successfully built 
CustomAction table successfully built 
Error table successfully built 
DrLocator table successfully built 
DuplicateFile table successfully built 
Environment table successfully built 
EventMapping table successfully built 
FileSFPCatalog table successfully built 
Font table successfully built 
IniFile table successfully built 
IniLocator table successfully built 
IsolatedComponent table successfully built 
Verb table successfully built 
LaunchCondition table successfully built 
LockPermissions table successfully built 
MIME table successfully built 
MoveFile table successfully built 
MsiAssembly table successfully built 
MsiAssemblyName table successfully built 
MsiDigitalCertificate table successfully built 
MsiDigitalSignature table successfully built 
ODBCAttribute table successfully built 
ODBCSourceAttribute table successfully built 
ODBCTranslator table successfully built 
PatchPackage table successfully built 
ProgId table successfully built 
PublishComponent table successfully built 
Registry table successfully built 
RegLocator table successfully built 
RemoveFile table successfully built 
RemoveIniFile table successfully built 
RemoveRegistry table successfully built 
ReserveCost table successfully built 
SelfReg table successfully built 
ServiceControl table successfully built 
ServiceInstall table successfully built 
SFPCatalog table successfully built 
Shortcut table successfully built 
Signature table successfully built 
TextStyle table successfully built 
TypeLib table successfully built 
UIText table successfully built 
Upgrade table successfully built 
_Validation table successfully built 
Searching project for extract-at-build components... 
Validating Custom Action sequencing 
Dialog AdminChangeFolder for language English (United States) built 
Dialog AdminNetworkLocation for language English (United States) built 
Dialog AdminWelcome for language English (United States) built 
Dialog CancelSetup for language English (United States) built 
Dialog CustomSetup for language English (United States) built 
Dialog CustomSetupTips for language English (United States) built 
Dialog CustomerInformation for language English (United States) built 
Dialog DatabaseFolder for language English (United States) built 
Dialog DestinationFolder for language English (United States) built 
Dialog DiskSpaceRequirements for language English (United States) built 
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Dialog FilesInUse for language English (United States) built 
Dialog InstallChangeFolder for language English (United States) built 
Dialog InstallWelcome for language English (United States) built 
Dialog LicenseAgreement for language English (United States) built 
Dialog MaintenanceType for language English (United States) built 
Dialog MaintenanceWelcome for language English (United States) built 
Dialog OutOfSpace for language English (United States) built 
Dialog PatchWelcome for language English (United States) built 
Dialog ReadyToInstall for language English (United States) built 
Dialog ReadyToRemove for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupCompleteError for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupCompleteSuccess for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupError for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupInitialization for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupInterrupted for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupProgress for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupResume for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SetupType for language English (United States) built 
Dialog SplashBitmap for language English (United States) built 
Resolving strings... 
Language English (United States) built 
Building CAB files... 
Data1.cab built 
Files built 
Media table successfully built 
Performing Upgrading and Patching Validation 
Product1\Release1 - 0 error(s), 1 warning(s) 
Finished successfully. 
Conversion completed with 13 warning(s). 
Output file: C:\Packages\AdobeRdr\Adobe.msi 

Listing 2.2: A sample Repackager log file. 

Conflict Resolution 
Once you have created the new package, it needs to be run against a conflict checker database of 
some sort. Companies such as InstallShield, New Boundary Technologies, and Wise have 
products that can perform the conflict review for you. 

By populating the conflict database with existing production applications, potential problems can 
be identified before the end user calls you. Registry settings, file versions, DLL conflicts, and 
other objects can be recorded in the database. By running a report against the database, a listing 
of issues is presented. Some utilities even present suggestions for correction and assist in that 
process. Performing a conflict review is a step that should become a core part of the repackaging 
process. Migrated legacy applications should be closely checked for issues with newer 
applications. The potential is greater for issues with other packages. 

Summary 
In this chapter, we explored the repackaging process. I discussed the virtual machine advantages 
to the repackage process, how to fix simple OS applications problems, the development 
environment creation, and how to create a simple package. 

The next chapter will focus on the post-packaging steps. Testing and documentation will be 
covered along with additional steps to properly close out the repackaging steps. 
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